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ABOUT US
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• Founded in 2012

• Located in Dublin, Singapore, Australia and the United States

• The first middleware platform making API access universal

• Serving international Banks, Merchants and PSPs/MSPs



ABOUT OUR PLATFORM

THE ALPHAHUB

• The world’s first fintech enablement platform.

• Introducing a single interface to APIs across the entire 
transaction lifecycle.

• Unlocking unique productivity gains through its smart routing 
engine. 
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NEW WAYS OF DOING BUSINESS

The APP Economy

• The App Economy is now bigger 
than Hollywood 

– The Atlantic Jan’15

• App Economy to double in size to 
$101b by 2020 

– App Annie Feb’16

• The Network Effect
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THE PLATFORM ECONOMY

• Uber, the world’s largest taxi company, owns no vehicles. 
Facebook, the world’s most popular media owner, creates no 
content. Alibaba, the most valuable retailer, has no inventory. 
And Airbnb, the world’s largest accommodation provider, owns 
no real estate. Something interesting is happening.

- Goodwin, Techcrunch March’15

• Platform economy companies have market cap of $4.3T

- Centre for Global Enterprise Jan’16
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THE API ECONOMY

• “The emerging economic effects 
enabled by companies, 
governments, non-profits and 
individuals using APIs to provide 
direct programmable access to their 
systems and processes”

- 3Scale

• APIs are the Digital Glue of the App 
& Platform Economies
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API ECONOMY IN NUMBERS
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• Almost 15000 Public APIs
• Programmeable Web

• Number of private or semi-private APIs 10-20 times greater

• Large number of APIs in the ‘Billionaires Club’ – serving over a 
Billion API requests per day



THE INDUSTRY TODAY

• There are currently over 30,000 banks operating in the world.

• There are thousands of PSPs and Solution Vendors in the 

FinTech space.

• Every one of them offers different financial technology solutions 

in order to compete. 

• The industry is an extremely fragmented one, ripe and perhaps 

desperate for innovation.
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EXPANDED API CATEGORIES
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THE FRAGMENTATION

There are more than 300 
payment schemes operating 
globally across verticals. 

• Bank Transfers 

• Cash on Delivery 

• Direct Debits 

• eInvoices

• eWallets

• PostPay

• PrePay

• Pre-Paid Cards 

• Debit Cards 

• Credit Cards 

• Charge Cards

• Others
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THE FRAGMENTATION

Add to these the hundreds        
of Fraud and Risk vendors 
operating globally.

• Fraud Analytics

• Authentication

• ID Verification

• AML 

• KYC

• Chargeback Mgmt. 

• Tokenization

• Mobile Verification

• Performance Monitoring

• IVR

• Credit Data

• Others
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THE FRAGMENTATION

And a host of commerce
enabling APIs from shipping to 
loyalty.

• Shopping Cart Integrations

• Sales Tax Management

• Logistics and Shipping

• Loyalty Solutions

• Giftcard Solutions

• BI Analytics

• Billing Consolidation

• Merchant Boarding

• Blockchain Solutions

• Billing Consolidation

• CRM/ERP Integrations

• Others
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WHICH DO YOU CHOOSE?

• APIs enhance connectivity, opening up endless possibilities for accepting 

payments and incorporating fraud, risk and commerce enabling solutions.

• For consumers, phones, laptops and even Playstations, are all now 

financial instruments.

• But integrating just one of these APIs to a legacy platform can be a costly 

and time consuming undertaking.

• What is the solution to this problem?
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THE API PLATFORM
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The API Access Platform is a new way of 

easily accessing a multitude of APIs and 

provides Multi-Vendor Access and 

introduces Transaction Level 

Customization:

1. Access every transaction centric 

vendor

2. Consolidate integrations, reports, 

vendor billing and performance 

management

3. Mitigate risks and costs by 

Orchestrating & routing across 

multiple vendors



API CONSOLIDATION

• A single access point to the API 

landscape.

• By using a single platform, APIs 

can be used in combinations to 

broaden the payment flow.

• APIs span beyond the traditional 

payment method into risk, identity, 

loyalty and many other areas.
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TRADITIONAL PAYMENT FLOW
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Customer
Payment 
Gateway

Merchant 
Account

The traditional payment flow is simplistic and takes a 

one-size-fits-all approach to payments, with no consideration

for the unique variables in each transaction, or the needs of 

the modern consumer. 



API PLATFORM FLOW

Customer

Alternative Payment 
Methods

Card Payment

Sales Tax 
Calculation

Loyalty Solution Shipping Connector BI Analytics

Local Payment 
Method

Fraud Prevention

ID Verification if 
Fraud is Suspected
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With a platform designed to combine the use of numerous APIs,

each variable in any transaction can be customized to reflect

the geographic location, the ticket size, the payment methods 

available and even extra fraud detection based on perceived risk.



SITUATIONAL API SELECTION
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For example: Different acquirers can be chosen based on cost,

regional coverage, and performance.



API PLATFORM BENEFITS

VALUE-ADDED SERVICES:

• When a customer purchases a good or a service from a merchant there is 

a wealth of data attached. 

• APIs can be integrated with a merchant’s POS terminal to tap into their 

customer’s behaviour and lead to more valuable data. 

• APIs can also be integrated to track customer purchasing trends, and 

provide more detailed transaction records - via a simple API integration 

that data can be turned into crucial business analytics. 
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THE FUTURE

• Look for banks to turn away from internally developing and 

supporting their own financial interfaces and tools, and to 

instead adopt the more cost effective and innovative products 

that will arrive to conquer the market. 

• Further into the future, banks will be freed of their IT obligations 

as open APIs have the power to integrate powerful financial 

tools with whatever solutions customers find most convenient.
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THE FUTURE

• The economy of algorithms – a marketplace where financial 

and other businesses can easily discover and implement API-

based solutions.

• Retail banking will become defragmented - replacing the way 

individuals and businesses conduct banking activities and 

financial transactions with more powerful and convenient 

methods.
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